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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to explore the motivation for
(or against) employer participation in long-standing school-business
partnership programs that offer substantive work experience and
learning at the worksite. Information was gathered through a
literature search, in-person surveys of school personnel and selected
employers (n=21), a phone survey of a larger sample of 224 employers,
and employer focus groups in 7 sites throughout the United States. A
total of 18 secondary schools were included in the survey, along with
participating employers. Highlights of the findings are as follows:
(1) schools tended to have both worksite-based programs and programs
without such a component, with work areas usually determined by
faculty skills and the few resources allocated to the partnership
programs; (2) the extent to which students learn occupation-specific
skills varies greatly among work sites, with such tie-ins most likely
in comprehensive vocational-technical schools; (3) the schools are
usualty able to place all willing students in these programs despite
their lack of organized and focused employer recruiting; (4)
employers are generally pleased with the student workers and consider
them productive employees; and (5) employers are motivated to
participate in the programs as much by the desire to acquire
entry-level workers as by the desire for community service.
Recommendations were made to improve the knowledge component of the
worksite programs and to increase employer recruitment. (The survey
instruments are included in the report. Contains 30 references.)
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The nation is currently focusing on many of the same policy
issues that were relevant at the turn of this century. when business
and union leaders advocated that the federal government provide
support for the technical preparation of young people. Tod a y ,
however, the challenge is reversed. At that time, the issue was
how to engage the educational community in the preparation of
future workers: today, the task is to identify ways to engage the
natkm's einployers.
Federal, state. and local policy makers have increasingly directed attentkm and resources to developing strategies to prepare
students for the workforce. The School-to-Work Opportunities Act .
which commits the Departments of Labor and Education to collaborate with the states in constructing a national school-to-work
system, was recently signed into law. The Administration's
planned National Skills Standards Board is a companion initiative,
created to develop and recognize skill standards based on the
requirements of the workplace. However, while it seems that
work-based learning schemes would be in employers' best
interests, participation has not been universally embraced by the
conuminity.
t nfortunatelv. little is know n about employer motivation (or

lack of motivation) to participate in existing work-based learning
programs. The framew ork proposed in the national school-to-work
transition systems all feature a work-based learning con oonent,
which will vary in design from program to pmgram but 'ill re-
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quire in all cases the active participation of employers. Although
many prominent organizations have made efforts to draw conclusions about large-scale employer involvement, the endeavor may
be prematureeven the longest-running programs under inspection have been in operation for only three years or less.

Study Methodology
For this reason, the Institute for Educational Leadership and the
National Center on the Educational Quality of the Workforce
proposed to contribute to the body of knowledge in this field. The
study was designed to provide insight on employer participation
in long-sthnding employer-school partnership programs that offer
substantive work experience and learning at the worksite. An
advisory panel provided counsel on the general direction of the
project and reviewed the paper once it was completed. The basic
questions explored werez:
What kinds of instftutional support, public policies, and practices influence employer decisions about participation?
What are the most significant factors that impact an
employer's decision to participate?
What are the benefits to the employer for participating?
What are the characteristics of parti-ipating employers?
The study had several basic components: a literature search;
in-person surveys of school personnel and selected employers; a
phone survey of a larger sample of employers; and the conducting
of employer focus groups. Five metropolitan areas were targeted
for the school and employer in-person and telephone surveys: Atlanta, Georgia; Indianapolis, Indiana; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
Phoenix, Arizona; and Portland, Oregon. Survey information from

two additional sitesYork, and Harrisburg. Pennsylvaniawas
also included in the analysis.
The study focused on school programs that substantially incorporated at least some of the following core components:
training plans established for each student identifying learning objectives, general work readiness, and specific occupational competencies
close supervision of the student at the worksite
close and frequent coordination between the school and
worksite

Executive Summary
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periodic evaluation of the student's progress in meeting
learning objectives
paid work experience.

A total of 18 secondary schoolsincluding comprehensive high
schools, full-time and part-time vocational/technical schools, and
one alternative vocational schoolwere included in the survey.
Most of the programs represented a form of cooperative
education, since these types of programs most readily meet the
criteria for employer participation. Each school site provided a list
of participating employers, who represented all major industry
groups and firms sizes, to be included in the survey sample.

Findings
The employer.'school interviews revealed a great deal of
information about how work-based learning programs were
organized and administered by schools: how employers were
recruited and students selected: how work-based learning was
structured: what attitudes surrounded employer involvement: and
why employers don't participate. The authors describe these
findings'in detail and summarize them as follows.
With respect to schools, the study found that:
in addition to programs including work-based learning, each
school tended to have several occupation-focused programs
without a work-based learning component, yet the programs
are not inter-connected
the occupational clustering was more likely to he a function
of teaching-staff availability rather than any deliberate analysis of the surrounding labor market
the programs are institutionalized within the school environment hut in most sites are not a significant priority, as evidenced by the resources allocated for them.
With respect to school-to-work relationships, the study found
that:

the extent to which students learn occupation-specific skills
varies greatly among work sites
despite the lack of organized and focused employer recruitment aft irts. the schools are generally able to place all participating students in these small programs

11
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the importance of the student screening function performed
by the schools should not he undervalued
there was greater assurance that the work-based learning is
tied to the student's career path in the comprehensive vocational.technical schools or in an occupatkm-focused program
as programs become well-established, employer recruitment
is less of an issue.
With respect to employers, the study found that:
contrary to popular belief. employers participating in these
programs are pleased with the quality of students
employers believe that the students are productive workers
while community service is a strong motivation for employers.
recruitment of entry-level employees is at least as strong a
motivation

many employers do not understand the elements of
work-based learning
very few employers cite child labor laws or worker compensation as issues affecting their decisions about participation.

Recommendations
I he challenge of making these programs available to at least half

of the nation's young studentsnot simply to one or two percent
is the focus of the authors' recommendations for designing national
hook o-w ork transition initiatives Their recommendations are
geared toward assisting the following institutions: federal, state. and
,ot al program implementors, since the question of -going to scaleis largely dependent on the development of a -mainstreamededucation and training infrastructure: and employer-based
olganizations, since it w ill be necessary to create efficient and
effective methods to support the expansion of work-based learning
opportunities for students. The focus of this studyemplovers and
the organizational relationships between them and key educational
institutionsremains at the core (Af determining success for taking
any school-to-work program to scale.
All implementation ultimately happens on a local level, but this
does not mean that all strategies are best organized only a: the
local level. l'he follow ing recommendatit ins are designed to recognize those functions that require external support as w ell as those
that must occur within kical schools and worksites.

12
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Recommendations for Public Institutions
To foster and support employer involvement in work-based
learning, public institutions should:
Build a national support structure to develop matericilsfiw use
in the classroom and on the umksite.

Take a lesson front academics, particularly math and science,
and develop national voluntary standards and suggested curdculum frameworks. National teacher and administrator professional membership organizations should work with
employer groups to identify content standards and "best
practices." Frameworks can then be adapted for use by states
and localities.
Thke the learning plan seriously: focus on workplace
requirements.

The employer survey made clear that training plans were not
considered to be a serious tool; the school survey demonstrated that plans were not used as an instructional tool. For
workplace proficiency. each student needs to learn several
categories of skills within a hierarchycategories of requirements which are components of high quality skill standards
programs that reflect the range of skills needed iri
high-performance work systems.
Establish. through wide unsithations. the putpose and uses of
the learning plans.
States are readily able to frame the critical components of
learning plans. which could be built around a common core
of knowledge of both academic and skills standards. The
framework should include the skills required in all work settings and the articulatkm between and among different types
of education and training institutions.
Recogni:.-e the legitimacy (,fgradalions (il hwriling
oppwirtilities in different types qf sites.

Large-scale employer participation is achievable, bet not if
the program is based on an inflexible design. There is a need
to determine what should be learned, how the kmm ledge
development should he sequenced. and how the schools can
he organized to assure that this occurs.

13
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Support screening and oversight roles.

One key reason that employers choose to participate in
work-based learning programs is because they value the screening and oversight roles that school staff performs. This role helps

to engage the school's teachers in linking the events of the
classroom with the learning process occurring in the worksite.
Recognize the valuable commodity of time.

Time is limited by many constraints, such as state graduation
requirements mandating a specific number of courses or class
scheduling dictated by state or district regulations. Schools
must be encouraged to create flexible scheduling opportunities for students, and state and district officials need to take
leadership roles to ensure this opportunity.
Local school boards in concert with community college boards
should hold joint fbcus groups with employers and staff
involved in work-based learning programs.

Local policy-making bodies should listen to their staffs and
employers who have previously participated in these programs to determine what changes are needed and to promote
increased penetration of this form of learning.

Clear out the "underbrush."
Many assume that employers are prevented from participation
because of the legal impediments contained in child welfare
and labor laws. There is value in states conducting a systematic review of laws, regulations, and operating procedures that
may hinder employer participation.
Support the development qf the entire school staff

Integration of curriculum must occur at the school level and
across all disciplines. Time must be allocated for staff to work
towards total integration of curriculum and programs.

Actions Aiding Recruitment
The following actions would aid in recruiting business and
structuring work-based learning.
Keep it simple.

The transaction process between individual employers and the
school-to-work "public agent" should not be cumbersome. To

14
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make this possible, engagement of the employer community
is required at several different levels.
Seek support from national organizations to help explain
career opportunities and the requirements of industries and
their key occupations.
For developing common occupations skill standards and understanding all aspects of an industry, national organizations
offer a good starting point to help create the strong
employer-based network needed to help promote a national
school-to-work initiative.
Be employer-based organizations: create them if necessary.

National organizations can only provide information and support, hut state and local employer-based organizations can
help recruit employers, coordinate curriculum, establish internships for school staff, and establish articulation standards
for tech-prep programs between schools and post-secondary
institutions and work-site training programs.
Be deliberate: cover all industrial sectors.

Several industry sectors were substantially under-represented
in the communities surveyed for the study. The low involvement of these sectors suggests that communication with these
employers is limited. At minimum, communities need a database to organize employer contacts; the data should cross individual school and, at times, district boundaries.
Be informative: develop information materials in concert with
local business organizations.

A specialized "yellow pages" could be used by all school districts and other training providers in a labor markin area to
reduce the contact cost. Listings that include types of jobs,
sizes of firm, addresses, and telephone numbers of employers in the labor market area would help staff responsible for
developing work sites for students.
Be inclusive of all sizes of employers.

A remarkable number of small businesses participated in the
study; however, there are costs in soliciting and providing
support to this very large group of employers. Centralized
staff could be organized to work with local industry groups

xiv
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and to communicate with individual businesses to describe the
school-to-work initiative and determine employer interest.

Be deliberate in assipiing the task of recruiting employers;
organize recruitment through a community-wide network of
specialized staff.
Teachers with classroom responsibilities do not have the time
to recruit employers on the scale that is required. Instead,
brokers who, if necessary, can cross school-distr:ct boundaries are needed.
Remember success breeds success.

There are a number of satisfied customers of work-based
learning programs in the employer community; they need to
be used as ambassadors to their fellow employers.

1
INTRODUCTION

A

s the nation prepares to enter the twenty-first century. it will
do so essentially addressing many of the same issues that faced
our predecessors one hundred years ago. Both periods in our
history.share common features: they represent times of substantial
change in the demands of the workplace. a large growth in the
numbers of immigrants arriving in the country, and a substantial
focus by both industrial leaders and public officials on how to
improve the education systemparticularly the technical
preparation of students.
At the turn of the century it was generally agreed that the approaches to the training of workers had grown beyond the capacity of individual firms. During the early phase of the Industrial
Revolution, individual firms or trade groups provided for the edu-

cationand often the living quartersof their own workforce.
Slowly, in the later 1,all of the 19th century. manual labor schools
emerged that combined occupational preparation with -mentaltraining. BY 1910, most of the states had provided some form of
industrial educarion.
Federal support for meeting the needs of the workplace
through education beganin 191". The purpose was to promote
vocational preparation in industrial arts and agricultural and do[nestle sciences (home economics for IL males). Yet, even with this
early recognition of the need to help prepare students for a vocation, the organizatkm of the schooling experience has increasingly

been focused on the teacher-centered, academic modelan ap-

'17
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proach that has driven the organization of American schools. Accordingly, the reward structure for students and school employees alike
has c.nphasized increasing the number of years of formal schooling.
Clearly, this emphasis has yielded some positive results. In terms
of the number of years of free public education. America ranks
near the top of industrialized countries. More students gain access

to post-secondary education opportunities in the U.S. than in any
other nation., and we have one of the highest rates in the world of
formal education for native-born individuals. For those who finish
high school, animpressive number enter some form of
postsecondary education institution: in some states, 50 to 70 percent of high-school graduates pursue postsecondary education. Yet,
estimates reveal that 80 percent do not complete their course of
study. Some wander in and out of postsecondary institutions for
ten years or more, in much the same fashion as they wander in
and out of youth-focused labor market jobs.
Since the turn of the century, we have witnessed an increased
cry from employers regarding the quality of new workforce entrants whenever labor markets have become tight. Once again
policy makers are confronting the reality that strategies that only
promote more time spent in the classroom have serious drawbacks.
This time, a pattern of new initiatives by the education system has
emerged in response to these concerns.

Revisiting the Need to Connect Work and School
Over the last decade, there has been a steady drumbeat of distress
signals coming from the employer community as well as from the
student population that what students learn is inadequate for the
"new Nvorkplace." Far too many students are bored with school by
the time they are fourteen or fifteen and are not provided
instruction consistent with their learning styles. They often lack
focus and direction, indeed they lack any real understanding of
what they will do to -.2.arn a living, or what types of knowledge and
skills they need to be successful in the labor market. They adopt a
"waiting it out" attitude.
Since the William T. Grant Foundation Commission's reports on
the students who comprise the "forgotten half"those who do not
continue their educations past secondary schoolinterest in creating an effective school-to-work transition system has greatly magnified. One of the key messages contained in The Forgotten Halfwas
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the need for any school-to-work system to be of sufficient scale to
serve a majority of students, not just a very few. While this issue is
not new, external factors have provided a new impetus. No longer
can the high school drop-out and graduateboth with poor academic competencies and no specific occupational skillsexpect to
eventually find a job that pays well. Previously, the concern focused on youth wasting years in secondary labor markets before
moving into a career path. Now there is a more fundamental question that asks whether these young people will ever advance from
4.

secondary labor-market jobs or from low-paving service-sector jobs.
This question has profound implications on our ability. as a nation, to
maintain an acceptable standard of living for all Americans.

We are again focusing on many of the same policy issues
which, at the turn of the century, caused business and union leaders alike to advocate that the federll government provide support
for technical preparation of young people. Today, however, there
is an important reversal of the challenge. A century ago, the core
issue was how to engage the educational community in the preparation of future workers: now, the challenge is to identify ways to
engage the employers.
Throughout this century the central focus of improving edu,:ation has essentially been driven by the design and organization of
the schools. Few programs, with some notable exceptions, have
been organized to substantially include the workplacein direct
contrast to programs in almost all other industrialized countries.
While the German apprenticeship model is perhaps the most familiar, it is clearly not the only approach used to involve (he student in some form of structured learning, driven in large part by
the needs of the workplace..
In moAt other countries there is an elaborate and influential network of employer-based associations that have as their primary
task the responsibility to continuously articulate workplace requirements. These requirements are used for a variety of purposes
by the education and training institutions which meet the specicic
cultural and economic patterns of each country. Such empk)yer
networks are viewed as essential partners in the organization and
delivery of educati(m in general and the occupational preparation
of individuals in particular. Common features of organized employer networks in other countries include: (1) influencing curriculum. (2) articulating standards for use in assessment of
students. (3) providing in-service training opportunities for instruct(irs, and (4) providing structured work-based learning.

19
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These networks, while national in scope, have sub-national
networks designated to function at the regional and local level.
They operate on a large scale and in many countries influence the
educational preparation of at least half of a nation's student
population at a:1y point in time (Wills. Rice, and Sheets 1993).
One of the key and valued roles of the education professional in
many countries is that of a counselor and broker between the
employer and student.
In direct contrast to our industrial competitors. in the United
States the involvement of employers is essentially treated as a lo-

caland not very importantcomponent of school programs. The
scale is small and the contribution modes7. Also, the role of the
education) professional as a broker between the student and employers lacks a distinct "presence- in the U.S.
It is not as though our nation has no base upon which to build
employer-based networks willing to work with the schools. There
are a few national networks of employers which have been active
in vocational preparation programs in this country. such as the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA), which is the sponsor
of the Skills Olympics. Another employer-based network directly
involved with a specific occupational area is the National Institute
for Automotive Service ',:.xcellence (ASE). Conversations with empkwers who are actively involved in networks such as these reveal
a high level of frustration with the seeming lack of ability on the
part of many educational institutions to offer high quality and relevant education for their future workforce. These organizations
(and ()thers) are major advocates of expanding work-based learning programs and using industry-driven skill standards to drive a
portion of the curriculum and assess students' knowledge.

Taking Heed .
Federal state, and local policy makers: leading educators:
reseaithers, and various public interest groups have increasingly
directed attention and resources to developing strategies that
better prepare students academically and occupationally to enter
cltosen career paths. At the federal level there are two companion
efforts currently being promoted by the Clinton Administration.
The resomrces and energies of the Departments of Labor and
Education have been committed to work with tile states in a
sclio)ol-io-work system-building effort. Federal legislation, signed

In t ro
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in May of 1994, provides the framework and funding mechanism
(through seed capital) to jump start this national school-to-work
system. The companion effort is embedded in the Administration's
recently enacted Educate America Act. Title V of that Act will
establish a National Skill Standards Board to promote the
development and recognition of skill standards based on the
requirements of the workplace. The standards, once recognized by
the National Board, will be made available for use in the
school-to-work programs throughout the country. While the
standards are to be "voluntarily used" by industry and education
and training providers alike, they are to be based on input from
business and industry networks of employers.
This approach is. in many ways. modeled on the lessons
learned from other countries regarding the most effective and efficient ways to involve employers with the schools. These proposed
Rational employer-driven networks are expected to help develop
the knowledge and skill requirements of key occupations and to
assist in the articulation of these requirements with attendant curriculum and instructional approaches for use in both formal classrooms and work-based learning :;ystems.
For the school-to-work proposal, the federal response is based

largely on approaches currently under developinentapproaches
which, in turn, are modeled loosely after apprenticeship programs
and similar models such as cooperative education. These approaches have in common the use of the work site as an integral
part of a student's education. Available evidence (from adult apprenticeship programs. cooperative education programs. and the
European experience) suggests very strongly that the work site
can be a powerful and positive influence on educational attainment and on the acquisition of job-related skills. Empirical data
also suggests that work, at least for high school students between
the junior and senior year and during the senior year. has a positive impact on future employment and earnings (Bishop 198'0.
The use of the work site. commonly called work-based learning. presents both opportunities and challenges. For students.
carefully structured work experiences provide an opportunity to
apply what they learn in die classroom, see the relevance of
school to the workplace. arid acquire essential work readin?ss and
broad occupational skills.
In survey after survey, employers continually express their dissatisfactiOn with the quality of entry-level workers. They voice
concerns not only about a lack of specific job skills but also aboln
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employee attitudes towards work. communication skills, the ability
to work with others, as well Os work attitudes and habits (Barton
1990). Thus, for employers, Work-based learning offers opportunities to translate these general concerns about work readiness into
specific action. As one employer we interviewed said. "How else
are they going to develop any work habits unless they get out in
the workforce?"
While participation in work-based learning schemes is seemingly in the best interests of employers, it has not been universally
enthraced by the business community. In fact, successfully transforming fledgling experiments into a "school-to-work transition
system" will require a considerable cultural change on the part of
American business.

0

BUILDING ON WHAT'S KNOWN

Although the tern) -work-based learning- is new, the concept
is not. There is a long histf)ry of partnerships between employers
and secondary schools to provide students with structured work
experience and work-based learning opportunities. Cooperative

education (co-oplthe oldest and most comm)nly available
work-based learning programhas been formally recognized in
federal law since the 191 Smith-llughes Act, which mandated that
co-op be made available for vocationzd agriculture students
(Scott 1993). WI-Ole there is no single model of cooperative education, it is generally a planned program that combines classroom
instruction with paid work experience relating to a career program
of ir,.truction or a student's career interests. Students receive
credit for their work experience; there is a formal relationship between the school and the employer that defines expectations for
the student, the school, and the employer; and there is a provision
for evaluating the student's performance on a regular basis.
During the 1989-199() school N'ear about 430.000 students were
enrolled in secondary-level co-op programs. or about 8 to 9 percent of the junior and senior level high school student population
(I'.S. General Accounting Office 19911. Because there is no formal
reporting system for cooperalive education enrollment, it is difficult to place this level of enrollment in a historical context. !lowever, considering the lack of direct federal support for cooperative
education, this is probably not an all-time high le\ el of enrollment
for cooperative educatkm.
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A 1990-1991 school year survey by the National Assessment of
Vocational Education examined the involvement of schools in
these programs. They (mind that .49 percent of secondary schools
offered co-op programs. Other types of school-to-work transition
programs offered (all with some level of empl)yer involvement)
by secondary schools included work experience (3.1 percent):
school-based enterprise programs (19 percent): school-toapprenticeship ((i percent): and youth apprenticeship (2 percent)
(Stern et al. 1993).
The current level of employer involvement in secondary-level
co-op and similar work experience programs could be considered to be quite remarkable, given the lack of federal support
and the lack of direct incentk es to employers. This has not always been the case. In the 1960s through the early I 9 s , federal
statutes did provide specific funding support for cooperative
education. Categorical support was provided under the Vocational Amendments of 1%8. The Carl Perkins Act of 198 t provided no designated amount of money For co-op, but stipulated
that under the basic grant vocational services would include
work-site programs such as cooperative education and others.
The 1990 Act makes only passing reference to cooperative education. In addithin, between 1 9 8 and 1981 targeted job tax credits were widely available to employers who participated in both
set:011dary and postsecondary cooperative education programs.
Now, such tax credits are available for economically disadvantaged Populations. In 198-. only 1.600 employers nationwide
claimed a targeted job tax credit (V.S. General Accounting Office
1991).

Between 19 and .1981 the Department of Labor funded a series of eight pilot projects to test the feasibility of in-school apprenticeship. These eight projects mostly worked with small
employers in manufacturing and service: four continued after the
federal government funds were withdrawn. Employers who parpercent w ere very satisfied and 3I
ticipated were surveyed:
percent w ere somewhat satisfied witl- the students. Employer
subsidies were a part of the pilot projects For training expenses
up to one-half of the wage. not to exceed 52,100 per student per
year. I however. evaluators concluded that these subsidies did not
generate positive outcomes commensurate with their cost. On
the whole, employers were more attracted by the programs' emphasis on screening and training of entry-level workers than they
w ere on the subsidies offered. Those employers who were most
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attracted by the economic incentive of the subsidies also tended to
provide the poorest training outcomes (Gkwer 198 I.).
Understanding the dynamics of long-standing school-employer
partnerships would. undoubtedly, help inform the development of
the new school-to-work transition system envisioned by federal
policy makers. Yet, a review of past research and literature failed
to uncover any recent studies (within the last 15 years) that focused on issues surrounding employer participation in co-op and
other established work-based learning programswith the exception of evaluation of pilot in-school apprenticeship projects.
The most relevant study. a 19-- assessment of cooperative education, looked exclusively at postsecondary cooperative education
programs. This study surveyed both participating and nonparticipating employers. Interestingly. a I.arge percentage of employers
not participating ( I 1 percent , indicated that they would, if asked,
participate. Of those employers unwilling to participate. most cited
the lack of suitable job openings as the reason. A smaller percentage believed that the costs would not make participation worthwhile.
By and large those employers who did participate in cooperative education programs were highly satisfied with the program,
and about to percent indicated a willingness to expand their level
of partkipation. For-program directors, employer recruitment was
cited as a frequent barrier to successfully implementing the program. However. once programs were successfully implemented.
the recruitment of employers presented either -some- or "littledifficulty (Frankel et al. 19--). Whether these findings might be
applicable to employers and programs at the secondary level has
not been previciusly explored.

3
WHY THIS STUDY?

U

n fortunately. we know much less than we should about
employer motivation (or lack of motivation) to participate in
work-based learning programs. A host of employer-focused issues
remain largely undocumented: \X'hy do they choose to participate?

What are the business incentives that make sense for them? I low
satisfied are they with the quality of students and their
relationship with the school? !low much turnover is there among
participating employers?
The national framework proposed for the school-to-work system features a work-based learning component as part of all local
school-to-work programs. Wh:le the design of this work-based
learning component will vary from state to state and community to

community, it w ill include in all cases the active participation of
employers. Employers will be called upon to help design and administer programs, develop job training plans, shape school curricula, and provide work experience and work-based learning.
Understanding how to recruit and keep large numbers of employers involved is critical tc):
informing federal policy makers who will be providing guidance and leadership to the states
developing state and local policies that provide instituthmal
supp(gt for employer participation
devising appropriate and necessary incentives
developing strategies for outreach and marketing to the employer comtnunity.
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A number of prominent organizations such as jobs for the Future. the Manpower Development Research Corporation, the National Institute for Work and Learning of the Academy for
Educational Development. and individual experts are engaged in
various developmental and research activities relating to youth apprenticeship and similar student work-based learning programs.
These efforts will undoubtedly yield a wealth or information on issues relating to employer participation. For example. Stephen and
Mary Agnes Hamilton. reporting on their first year or experience
in establishing a youth apprenticeship program. maintain that
gaining employer participation was a significantly bigger challenge
than enlisting school support (flamilton and I lamilton 19931.
I however, most or these efforts are new, and even the longest
running of these new work-based learning programs have been in
operation for only three years or less. Thus, it may be premature
to draw conclusi)ns about large-scale employer involvement in
work-based learning programs based (m relatively short experiences of demonstration programs.
For these reasons. we proposed to contribute to the expanding
body or knowledge in the field by providing insight on employer
participation from the perspective of long-standing
employer-school partnership programs that provide students with
substantive work experience and learning at the work site. The
basic questions we believed required exploration were:
What kinds of institutional support. public policies, and practices influence employer decisions about participation?
What are the most significant factors that impact an
employer's decision to participate?
What are the benefits to the employer for participating?
What are the characteristics of employers who participate?

What We Did: Study Methodology
study had several basic components: a literature search:
in-p(.'rson surveys of school personnel and selected eillpk)yers: a
phone surk ey of a larger sample of employers: and participation in
the design of a companion employer focus group project. An
advisory group of experts in th: field provided oversight and
guidance l() this study. (See Appendix I for a list of members.)
This group helped frame the research design. reviewed the survey
instruments, and pro\ ided input to this final rep()rt
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Additionally, the study is a part of the research program funded
by the IS. Department of Education's Office of Educationid
Research and linpro\ ementthe National Center on Educational

Quality of the vbrkl(MV EQW at the [niversity of
Pennsylvaniaand has been informed by the work of related
studies funth.d by EQW. The employer focus groups were
c(mducted
the same cities in which this study conducted
interviews and surveyed employers.
The following five metropolitan areas were targeted for participation in the school and the employer sur\ eys (both in-person
and by phone):
.Adanta. Georgia

Indianapolis. Indiana
Pittsburgh, Penns\ kania
Phoenix, .Arizona
Portland, Oregon.
These communities are ones ill which EQNX is focusing a range
of research activities. The mix ol industries within these metropolitan areas provides a fairly representative sample of the size and
types of firms within the American economy.
Survey information from two additional sites--York. and I larrisburg. Pennsylvaniawas also included in the analysis. These t\\ 0
sites were first used a S (est Sites for the school and the employer
survey collection instruments. Ilowever, when it became clear that
these sites could add value to the quality and depth of information
gathered. they were added to the survey sample.
\Ve relied upon state and local contacts to identify specific
school sites to include in the study. As a guide, we asked that our
contacts attempt to identify schools with programs that substantially incorporate at least some of these core components:
the establishment for each student of a training plan that
identifies learning objectives and both general
work-readiness and specific occupational competencies that
the student will acquire
the pros ision of close super\ ision of the student at the
work-site
close and frequent coordinati(in between the school and the
wcirk-site

periodic ealuation of the student's progress in 'fleeting
learning objectives
paid work e\perience.
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It was the last factorpaid work experience2that we considered to be the key trigger, since a central focus of the study is to
understand what benefits employers perceived were accrued
through participation in a program requiring the payment of a wage.
Accordingly. most but not all of the programs studied included the
paid work component. It was also determined that the focus
should he on work-based programs for students still in high
school, since this level of education is the current focus of
school-to-w( Irk initiatives.

The Schools We Interviewed
A total of 18 secondary schools were included in the survey (see
Tabk, 1). The interviews were conducted in-person during the
period of February through May 1993. with one exception. Each
school site received the school survey instrument in advance (see
Appendix 21 and determined the staff who would participate in the
interviews. The position of staff who were interviewed varied from
site to site. but always included the program coordinator and often
included one or more school staff members. Circumstances dictated
that one school interview he conducted by phone, supplemented
by a school-completed survey instrument and printed material.
The schools represented a mix of both urban and suburban
sites. One school located 30 miles outside of Pittsburgh was in an
essentially rural area. Comprehensive high schools, full-time vocational technical schools. part-time vocational'technical schools and
one alternative vocational school were all included in the sample.
Student enrollment ranged from a low of 2.10 to a high of 3.400.
The mix of grade levels ranged from 9 through 12 to 11th and 12th
grades only. The alternative school was ungraded but accepted students between the ages of 16 and 21 who were previously unsuccessful in a more traditional high school.
Nlost of the programs that were included in the study were ii
Corm of cooperative education, since these are the type of programs most likely to meet the criteria for employer participation.
Several other program models that involved substantial employer
participation were also included: one financial services academy,
one vocational mentoring program, one site which used unpaid internships in connection with 6 of 13 career clusters taught at the
school, and one "Partnership Project- designed to address the
needs of an at-risk student population.

7. 3
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Table 1. Characteristics of Schools and Programs Studied*
Metro

School/School Type

Enrollment

Area

Atlanta

Indianapolis

Harrisburg/
York

Thoenix

% in Paid
Work-Based
Program

Program

Grade Level

for Most

Type

Work-Based
Program
Participation

North Spring H.S /Comp. H S.1

1,000

30

Co-op

12

Therrell H.S./Comp. H S.

1,150

3.9

Co-op, App.

12

Milton H S /Comp H.S

1.450

4.0

Co-op

12

Arsenal H.S /Comp H.S.

2,200

Co-op, Internship

11

Arlington H S./Comp H S

1.600

35

Co-op

11, 12

Warren Central H.S./Comp. H.S. 1,900
(Walker C7rieer Center)

1.3

Co-op

11, 12

780

17 9

Co-op

12

York County Vocational
Technical School/
Comp Vo-Tech

1,050

11.4

Co-op

12

Maryvale H S /Comp H S.

2,000

50

Co-op

12

600

9B

Co-op

12

Gilbert H S /Comp H S

3,400

12

Co-op

12

Parkway West School/
Part-time Vo-Tech

520

67

Co-op

12

Butler County Area
Vocational Technical School/

759

10

Co-op

12

630

19

Co-op

12

240

6.3

Co-op

12

Grant H.S./Comp H S

1,500

47

Co-op

11, 12

Jefferson H S /Comp H S

1,100

4 5' '

Co-op and

12

Dauphin County Vocational
Technical School/
Comp Vo-Tech2

Deer Valley Vocational
Technical Center/
Comp. Vo-Tech

Pittsburgh

Vo-Tech

Beaver County Area
Vocational Technical School/
Vo-Tech

Portland

Vocational Village H S /
Alternative H S.

Fin Services Acad
Owen Sabin Occupational
Skills Center/
Part-time Vo-Tech

1,000

Work Experience/ 11, 12
Internships

Only programs with paid work-based learning 1 Comprehensive High School
/ Comprehensive Vocational Technical School
Co-op only

3
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The Employers We Surveyed
How We Identified Employers
Each school site was asked to provide a listing of participating
employers who could lie included in the survey sample. In most
cases. the individual schools were able to accommodate our
request. fiowever, in Portland and Phoenix the employers listings
were organized on a district-wide basis. In Indianapolis the district
maintains an inventory, hut the school staff is responsible for
developing the list. For these cities the employer listing
represented schools throughout the district. Procedures for
program operation in these cities were also fairly
well-standardized throughout the school district.

How the Interviews Were Done
The vast majority of the employer interviews were conducted
through a phone survey. However, in each site, at least two
employer interviews were conducted in-person. In sum, 21
employers were interview ed in-person across the five metropolitan
areas. including York, and I larrisburg. Pennsylvania. The purposes
for these in-person interviews were to enable project staff to:
Better understand the employers' relationship to school
personnel
Provide a concrete framework for both designing the telephone survey and analyzing the results.

The phone interviews were conducted by the I.niversity of
Indiana's Center for Survey Research. (See Appendix 3 for the employer telephone survey guide and Appendix -I for the in-person
interview questions.) A listing of 126 employers was provided to
the Center for Survey Research. An introductory letter, explaining
the purpose of the interview and soliciting firm participation, was
mailed to each employer on the list. Pretest interviews were conducted first, and then necessary modifications were made to the

survey instrument. The surveys r conducted during the summer of 1993 (see Table 2 for disposition). The average interview
length was 31 minutes.
Of the 20 employer interviews, we were able to gather complete survey information from 224 of those sampled. EQW stall
analyzed the data using sAS software.

3
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Table 2. Disposition of Employer Interviews
270
43
62
18
1

11

14
1

3
1

Completed interviews
Refused to be interviewed (after 2 attempts to convert)
Presistently unavailable for interviewing (at least 6 call-back attempts made)
Away during the survey period, illness, disability
Inappropriate listing
Organizations not found or not in business
Cases not interviewed at program's request
Non-working number
Organization listed twice
Incomplete interview

426

What Kind of Employers Did We Interview?
As illustrated, the employers who were interviewed represent all
major industry groups: Because the sample size was small, we
cannot assert that our sample is representative of the actual
composition of firms in each industry in each area. A comparison
of the employers we surveyed with national Census Bureau
business establishnlent data suggests that employers in the services
and manufacturing industries are over-represented in our sample.
However. the rank order of the industries are essentially the same
(,.ee Table 3 for that order); of the top five, the only difference is
that manufacturing and construction switch places. As might be
expected. the largest percentage of employers interviewed was in
the service sector. This is consistent with general labor market
tiends, the kinds of jobs traditionally available for youth. and the
organization of the work-based learning programs.
Table 3. Distribution of Employers by Industry
Industry

Percent of Total Sites

Surveyed Employers

Services

94

Retail
Finance/Insurance/Real Estate

48

42 5
21 7

25

11 3

Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale
Public Administration
Transport/Communication

19

86

Utilities
Agriculture

12

54

10

45

4

18

4

18

3

14

2

09

3 `3
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Employers of all sizes participated in this study. As illustrated in
Figure 1. there was some variation across sites in the percentage
of large employers included in the study. In Oregon. 45 percent of
those included were establishments of 100 or more employees. We
do not believe that this percentage is representative of the employer universe that participates in work-based learning programs
in Oregon but rather is a function of the sampling. In other sites,
large employers represented 20 percent or less of the sample.
At other end of spectrum. very small establishments (i.e., those
employing 9 individuals or less) represented about the same percentages as large firms, ranging from ahout one-fifth to about
one-third of the employers sampled.
As part of the interviews, employers were asked about changes
in employment levels over the last three years:While it is not surprising that few employers with declining employment levels were
among these interviews. it is more surprising that few employers
with expanding employment levels were included. Each group
was comprised of approximately the same percentage of the
sample. The vast majority of employers interviewed reported
stable employment levels over the last several years.
Figure 1. Distribution of Work-Site Learning by Level of Employment
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How the Work-Based Learning Programs Were
Organized by the Schools
kt the sites visited. the programs were most typically organized
around broad occupational or industry themes. This approach was
particularly evident in comprehensive high schools. Although
labeled differently, clusters tended to he similar and focused On
occupations which hae traditionally not required substahtial
amounts Of post-high school formal education. For instance, the
most common clusters were around office occupations, health
care. retail marketing. and industrial occupations (which included
manufacturing and skilled trades). Iloweer, the extent to which
clusters were offered varied anying sites visited.
At Therrel Iligh School in Atlanta a comprehensive high
school, cooperative education was offered for students interested
in marketing and business occupations, while at Deer Valley I high
School in Phoenix. a pzirt-time vocational technical school, cooperative education was offered in health care and "diversified- occupations. "Diversified- is a term used to signify khat there is no
specific occupational organization: rither, students had the opportunity to receive credit for their work experience in any approved
occupation.
Clustering in comprellenske high> schools usually meant that
students who participated in a co-op duster also took vocational
kourses related to that cluster. In some cases, students were re-
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(wired to have completed at least one elective course in the related field prior to receiving a referral for a related work experience. In theory. this approach fosters matching students with
career interests. However. since these courses were tied to -elective- subjects. there was no assurance that a student had given
thought to career preferences prior to choosing the elective
course or that the choice was made after the student received career guidance.
It is important to note that, in the comprehensive high schools
we visited. curriculum is not organized around any focused program of study. Thus. students tend not to he confronted with the
need to focus on "what will happen next- in their lives. Because
we did not include student interviews as part of this study there
was no wziy to ascertain whether. in fact, students were pursuing
career interests or merely completing requirements for graduaticm.

\onetheless schools did attempt to provide a connection hetween the workplace and the classroom through related vocational classes. In Phoenix. in addition to any related vocational
course. students took a related theor\ class. This course stressed
joh-readiness and other generic joh skills to assist the student in
successfully completing their work experience.
Because \ ocational technical schools are organized around occupational themes, there was a greater likelihood that students'
work experiences were directl related to their career interests or
majors. For instance, classes at the Sahin Skills Center in Portland
were organized around 13 occupational clusters. Six of these
clusters included unpaid. short-term internships as an integral
part of the program of study. Students completed se\ eral
nine-week rotations with employers in occupations that related
directly to their field of study. Similarly, students in the York
County and Dauphin County comprehensive vocational technical
schools were referred only to cooperative education work placements that related to their cluster of study. In the Atlanta sites
each of the schools w ere participating in a state-defined program
that includes government-supported, paid work-experience for
individuals who are two years behind in grade level. There is a
clear distinction between job placement services for students being paid by the employer and those being paid by the government: prior course work was required for those participating in
inost of the co-op placements and there was no such criteria for
those in the -remedial- program.
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How Were the Work-Based Learning Programs
Administered?
At each school site. school staff were assigned responsibihtv for
administering the work-based learning programs. so that
individuals within the school district were responsible for all
aspects of the employer partnership. including work-based
learning. 1.nlike some of the newer youth apprenticeship models.
in which a third party handles much of the employer-school
linkage activity. related activities such as employer recruitment.
student referral, and monitoring of the work experience were all
performed hy school personnel.
For many of the school staff assigned to the task. administering
In a number of
these programs was only a part of their

sitestypically the comprehensive high schoolsthe staff were
teachers who also shoulder responsibility for teaching the vocational classes. In Atlanta. some accommodations were made by extending the teacher's paid contract time by one month and by
longer paid hours each school day.
In some sites, the staff also had responsibility for administering
other special. school-based programs. typically ones targeted to
disad\ antaged students. For example. the position title of the cooperative education coordinator at one of the part-time vocational technical schools is "Special Population Coordinator."
In Phoenix. the cooperative education position for school
teachers comprise only half of their time. In addition, these teachers conduit the related theory and vocational classes in their area
of expertise. However, ithin the district there are full-time cooperative education positions dedicated to working w ith the larger
employers who recruit students from throughout the schmil district. These positions coordinate recruitment and referrals from
high schools throughout the District. Once students are placed,
the home-school teacher is expected to monitor the students work
performance.
In Portland, two of the comprehensive high schools visited
shared one teacher coordinator. This teacher had access to a centralized listing ol employers to help make referrals and entered all
job placements in the centralized data base. The number of students in\ (dyed in cooperative education fluctuates over the course
of the school \Var. hut, on average, this one individual manages a
case load of about 10 students, di\ ided between the two schools.
I
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In contrast. at the comprehensive vocational technical schools
in York and Ilarrishurg, each school has two full-tMte cooperative
education coordinators whose sole responsibility is administering
all aspects of the program. Each of these individuals manages a
case load of about 3'; students.

How Were Employers Recruited?
From the employers interviewed, we learned that employers
including larger firmsmostly take only one or two students at a
time. Only a very .small percentage of emploers take fotir
more students at a time. Similarly. employersincluding the
larger employerstend to form partnerships only with a single
sch(iol.

Given tile limited lime iltost ()I tile school staff had available
for employer fecruittnen1 and the fact that most employers participate with only (me or two students at a time, finding suitable joh
slots for students would seem to he a significant problem in administrating these programs. In fact, this wasn't necessarily the
case. School stall used a v...iriety of rnethods. mostly informal. to
identify emp'oyers for possihle referral. School staff across all
sites maintained :I roster or employers whom they could solicit.
The listing was an inventory of employers who had participated
at some time in at least the last several Years. School staff said
that about half of the employers on this list participate every year.
Responses from the employer interview s tended to support the
school stairs perception (if a high turnover rate among participating empl()yers. Employers were asked specifically how 'natty
years their firm had participated in this partnership program. Of
perthe 2 . i employers interviewed. 1% employers. or ahout
cent. actually participated in the current school Year. Of the 19b.
ab(itit (me kitirth were participating kir the first time.
Word of nit nith. telephime. and in-person contacts were the
means most often used It) identify employer referrals. ln some
n and then worked
the silkillits loitmicl the i(d) on their
ith schunl ufficiak to receive cooperatice education credit kir
the work experience. 'Fhis w as particularly likely to occiu ill those
programs that were not organiied around a particular occupational luster or pmgram of study.
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One school district did have a centralized employer recruitment
effort. In Portland. the district coordinator for cooperative education indicated that during the 1991-1992 school year the district
had a position dedicated to employer recruitment. She felt that
this position had been effective. indicated by the drop in the numher of available employer placements during the next school year
after the recruiter had left (because of budget problems the position wasn't refilled).
Across the sites, school stall tended to indicate that employer
recruitment was not a significant problem and that there were
generally enough employer slots for the referral of eligible students. At a suburban Atlanta school in a tight labor market area.
one of the teachers said that if the student "has a pulse- and can
he counted on to appear when expected. the empkwer will take
them upon referral of the teacher. While confirming that he had
few recruitment problems. a coordinator in suburban Indianapolis
indicated that continuity was a problem: turnover of employers
and of their supervisory staffs made it difficult to improve the
qualit\ of placements lw teaming students with experienced employers and supervisi rs.
one of the Phoenix schools we visited did have employer recruitment prohlems. 'Me coordinator reported that hospital placements \\ ere difficult to procure because hospitals in the area
would not hire anyone under the age of IS. There is also a strong
tradition within the health care industry of cooperating with accredited educational agencies in the training of students through
the use of" unpaid internships through post-secondary institutions.
which no doubt influenced the Phoenix hospital recruitment policies for entry-level workers.
\e found additional exceptions at tile two part-time vocational
schools outside of Pittsburgh. At both schools, staff indicated that
the poor economy had resulted in a decline in employer slots.
How e%er. at both of these schools, the cooperative education positkins were only part-time and, consequently. very little time was
devoted to employer recruitment. These part-time schools seemed
toyshihit a reluctance to release students for cooperative education plac:ement,. beemi,e they would not be enrolled in any vocational courses. All the students' course work would he in
at demic subjek ts at their home high schools. In one school, the
coordinator stated a belief that the student wimld learn more in
the \ ocational class than at the w ork site
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How Were Students Selected for the Work-Based
Learning Programs?
In some areas. difficulties in student recruitment overshadowed
problenis with employer recruitment. The schools visited tended
to have basic entry requirements for participation in the program.
Depending upon the school, these requirements served to limit
the number of students in the program, even when the
requirements seemed rather minimal.
In most schools. only seniors enrolled in the work-based components of these progranls. A number of school staff indicated that
the basic requirements for graduation precluded students from
having the time to participate during school hours. In Portland.
cooperative
It th-grade students were eligible to participate in
education placements but only aker school hours. Only students
in the 1 2 t h grade were eNgible for release from school. In Atlanta.
1 Ith grade students were th-oreticallv eligible, but in practice
class schedules precluded students from participation until the
l2th grade.
Students at the end of the Ilth grade or at the beginning of the
1.2th grade can normally apply to participate in these work-based
learning programs. hir the Financial Services Academy at Jefferson
ligh School in Portland, students enter in the 9th grade (although
the work e\perience component doesn't begin until the summer
between the I lth and 12th grade) after applying and successfully
c()mplet mg a rigon)11`, selection process.

In Phoenix. only students "on track to graduate- may partkipate
in cooperative education. While this seems like a mirUmal requirement. o)operative education coordinators indicated that it Very nitich
limited the pool (r.'. applicants, so that ill sonic years it was difficult
for the required related theory class.
to recruit en(
rdinators tried. by reviewing students'
In Indian;
cords, to screen students to assure
academic and
roblems
at the site. This tended to
that the\ would
keep students with less than a U a erage from recei\ ing a placement. Interestingly. the one coordinator \\ ho did not screen in this
way reported that problems ()ken occur w ith students but felt that
it was the coordinator's rok. to pro\ ide placements to th(ise \\ In
needed. them.

III other sites. students \\ ere required to ha\ e maintained a
specified grade average tusualk a C.), ha\e good attendance
recoRls, and tecei\ e die recommendation of their \ ot ational edu

1' inding,

2

cation teacher. Students were eligihle for IN)th course work and internships at the Sahin Skills Center's Applied Information Systems
Pmgram in their junior year upon completing a keyboarding class (or
demonstrating the ahility to type to words per minute). haying a
or better in English. and expressing interest in business office careers.

How Was the Work-Based Learning Structured?
hi essence. work-based learning mav he distinguished from work
experience or a paid, part-time joh hy the structure surrounding
the experience and how it relates to the student's classroom
studies. Stwcture is imposed by procedures and forms that govern
the work site placement. Typically, these procedures and forms
are district-wide and include:
a formal training agreement that outlines roles and responsibilities of the student, the school. and the employer and is
endorsed lw all parties. including, in some communities. the
student's parents
a training plan that identifies le:frning objectives and or competencies the student shciuld acquire
a formal process. usually a form. for employers to evaluate
the student's performance on the job
regularly scheduled on-site monitoring visits to the
employer's place of" business.
lahle i illustrates required procedures for eac* school program.
students commonly prmide some kind of feedback to the school.
They usually inu,st report on the hours they worked and max- also
be required to. in some form. summarize what they did or what
they learned. For example. industrial cooperative education students at Gilbert thigh School in the Phoenix area complete a
eckly report (hat includes hours worked and asks the students to
relate any problems that could he addressed in class as well as to
identif new learning and related studies. At Walker Career Center
in suhurban Indianapolis, 111.1rketing 0)-up students write a brief
narratix e ahout their work experiences for the week. These -journal entries- help the coordinator keep up-to-date on how the
plat ement is working.
hile these lorms and procedures are prescribed. school stall.
w Ito are particularly strapped for time are mit alw avs able to Follow estahlished metliodolop. In se\ eral sites. those intei iewed
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Features of Work-Based Learning Programs

School

Signed
Training

Training
Plan

Formal
Evaluation

On-site
Monitoring

Agreement
North Sormg High School
Therred High School
Milton High School
Arsenal High School
Arlington High School
Warren Central High School
(Walker Career Center)
Dauphin County Vocational Technical School
York County Vocational Technica: School
Maryvale High School
Deer Valley Vocational Technical Center
Gilbert High School
Parkway West School ICo.opl
Butler County Area Vocational Technical School
(Co.opl
Beaver County Area Vocational Technica School
Vocational Village High Scnool
Grant High School
Jefferson High School IFmanc,al Academy)
Ower Sabin Occupational Skills Center
(Internsh.pi
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X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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For schools where there is more than one type of program coordinatorco.op, academy,
etc the program in parentheses indicates the one for which features are listed

admitted that they really did not have time to make employer site
visits or to complete inclk idual learning plans for all students.
Another related indicator is the frequency of personal contact hely\ cen school staff and the employer. Again. there was a dichotomy
between school procedures and employer responses. All sites had
pr(icedures which established a frequency and method for contact-

ing the employertypically in-person at the work siteto assess
the student's progress at the work site. Employers. when asked
huw often school staff contacted them either hy plume or in-person. pr()\ ided a wide range of responses. Most employers (93 percent) reported that school staff hath contacted them at least once
(luring the school ear. However. almost 20 percent of employers
reported speaking with school staff only Once or twice during the
school ear. Another 2.S percent reported three or four contacts
(hiring the sclumil year. with the remaining employers reporting nu-

merouslive or morecontacts between them and the school.
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Responses front the employer sample seemed to reinforce the
information we gathered from school staff. Employers were asked
a series of questions that related to the structure of the work site
experience. Questions were asked about the use of a signed training agreement. a written training plan. formal evaluation of students' experience as well as less formalized arrangements such as
assignment of a mentor to the student and task rotation.
As illustrated in Table employers were for the most part
aware of their role in locmallv evaluating the student's performance for the school. While the percent of positive responses varied considerabl across sites, in general there \vas a higher
percentage of positive responses for the less formalized arrangements. such as provision of a workplace mentor and periodic rotation of assignments and tasks. When asked about formal training
agreements and especially training plans. the percentage of positive responses was considerably smaller. For example. although
more than 80 percent of the programs reported having a written
training plan. an average of 56 percent of the employers responded positively to a question about w hether the school had
such a plan for each student.
The employer responses and the remarks of school staff suggest
that for many students, the placement provided them with work
experience but not a lot of formal on-the-job training. Nnt surprisingly. the interview data suggests informality in the work site ex-

Table 5. Employers' Understanding of Work-Based Learning
School

Atlanta

Hams

Indianapolis Phoena

Petsburgh

Poroaod

York

Does tm e. school require the

students to sign a training
agreement'?

73 0

100 0

84 0

50 0

82 4

72 0

Does the school have a
written traimng plan/

58 8

66

7

50 0

55 0

53 8

63 2

On the students have a
mikPlace mentor/

95 7

100 0

88 5

92 3

90 6

85

Are the students rotated to
different dositions of tasks?

70 5

90 9

75 0

84 0

81 5

64 0

Is there a formal method for
evaluating the students' work
performance for the sthools?

90 9

90 9

100 0

BB 5

83 6

81 5
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Illtire 01:V:tient .1111ung
L'Illpittyers. While
enlnit)vers %\ it it SO \vnrkers
now reported

11 It We than half

CI

that the school Used a Written training plan. less than 10 percent
CCI cmplu cr. uf 19 or less repot-led doing su

Attitudes Surrounding Employer Participation
Why Do Employers Participate?
Erni-Anvers In whom we

gnve lhew ;And manY (>1her.

reasons win they initially decided to participate in a
\\ IrL hased learning program:-

"Cmmutt
l'arlIcipalionII4,e to help ...ofolg people."
'11 inaPcs
compaur fin )4'

-// S a punt rccruinn,L; loot

Thc tw() merarching reasnns \\ hv emploers
ipale are (,)
perlunn a enmmunil ser\ j(A.. (11 if I recruit entrv-le\ el \\ orkers.
The employers in our survey n\c..rv( helminglv agreed that thew
stateincults reflected their vic-\\ points. kinpluyers uf all sizes
tended tu -agree- or -strongh agree- V. Iii hoth ul these
rationales. It shuuld he fluted [hal \I hen asked .,pecificAlv ii
any students (untinued
urk II tlic. firm after the prugram
ended, 129 ol those inter\ iewed provided an affirm:1th e
response.

.\n anecdote Irum one of the in-person emploc.r inter\
s
helps In illustrate employer xiews on the recruitment of ne\\
nrkers..\ manager of a large car dealership service center repurled Ow his urganifation had heen participating in eu-np
educalinn prngrams for more than 10 \ ears. I lc indicated that
the company benefited Irom interacting \\ ith students \\ hen
the\ first start nrking 1()
Cflinparly C.111 111(dd diem :ind
train them. In his vie\\ . inure e\perienced \\ urkers c\ en thuse
"1111 'K.( 111%111"11.11 crckk'lltials --.11wavs hnnight s\ilt 111c11) ncga-

tbe Thaggage: These statements are quite all interesting (on
bast in the fume pre\ alent empInver vic\\
nnt V. anting
hire \\ (ulcers V.
mq ha\ e \\
c\perk.nce.
dlus"cd Ii Figure elnpl"\
1)-1111'111A\ 111u'.(' irunl
larger estahlishments. tended lu Apo.. that the\ V. etc mutbated
11\ an interest m perk,uning ( ummunit \ ser\ ice In lact. large
cutpld\ (.1.`, tie gcnerallv no()Nt «Hu erned aht nu

4 .1

uvel \ prnject
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Figure 2

Employers Participating to Perform a Community Service
By Size of Establishment
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20-49
10-19
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100-

ing a pwsitive image throughout the community. This is not the
primary motivation for all large employers. however. In one of our
in-person interview s in Atlanta we were told of the Federal Avia-

tion Administration's experience with a large. long-term co-op
program that has been the source of 2S percent of their total regional worldOrce f(m. several Years. Over its 20 years of existence it
ha's been evaluated several times and found to he cost-effective as
a recruitment \ chicle because it decreases turnover.
\\Alen employers were asked to elaborate on their responses.
the more specific Motivating LICIors became obvious. A sii.able
percentage. noire than 2-S percent of those expressing views. were
quite forthright in saying this partnership was a \\ ay to fill
part-time position., A few even said that this was a way to get
er paid part-time help.
Clearly for most employers. the prospect of financial assistance
/I a !IMO% ating fact()F. ery few of the employers interviewed had recei\ ed ally form of bnancial aid. No employer IV1-1(1ried recei\ ing an\ wage subsidy, and only a few took
ad\ antage of the Targeted Joh Tax Credit 1.1.1TCt.
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Are Students Viewed as Productive Workers?
The employer who made the following comment expressed the
sentiments c)t. the overw helming maiorit\ of employers included in
our stir\ in:
-Initially we probably break eivn.
but as the student progresses
then the company starts to make money.-

\inet percent of the employers survey.d said they either -agreeor -strongly agree- that students are productive workers (see
Figure 3 I. Employers indicating that they \\ ere well-satisfied \\ lilt
the students they hired reinforces this \
\Viten asked hether they were satisfied with the scho(d's abilit \ to pro\ ide students with the skills they needed. 86 percent of
the employers indicated that they \\ ere satisfied. .teventy percent
ol the employers reported no significant prohk.ms with the students. Among those employers who reported that there Were
pMblenls itli mite students. most felt the school had taken steps
to satisfactorily resolve the prohlems.
.

Figure 3

Employers Agree Students Are Productive Workers
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Wky Don't Employers Do More?
Emplo\ er responses indicate that these arrangements are a -good
deal- for the employer. Because selhxds zipply program-entry
(riteria to students (some more rigorous than others). they are
acting as screening agents to send emploYers students with sIdlls
who can become productive workers for the employer. Th
screening function that the school performs provides employers
With a service that they would otherwise fulfill themselves or hire
an emplo\ment services firm to undertake.
Given that employers believe these programs are a good -deal.we wondered why employers don't take on more students. In fact.
a surprisingb high percentage of employers expressed both a willingness and an expectation of expanding their participation. \\lien
asked whether they would consider expanding their participation
in this program over the next two years, about r; percent of participating emplioyers responded posilbely. Of the ';'") percent who
thot most likely reason \\ simply the lack
responded negati\
.

\\ ork a\ ailable.
Interestingb. issues that are frequently raised as likely impediments to the expansion of student work-based learning pro-

gramschild labor law. workers compensation. and health and
',Oct\ --were of concern to relativel\ few employers. The producti\ itv o the students was of consequence to about one-third of the
employers wloo load deckled not to expand their participation.

Wky Don't Employers Participate?
or the currently nonparticipating employers in our survey
/Po had pre\ iously participated. only two employers
expressed dissatisfaction \\ tb the school program. Two employers
tpossibl\ the same ones expressing dissatisfaction with the school
program) expressed dissatisfaction with the students' work
performance. The remaining employers either c(mld not give a
reason for nonparticipation or indicated that the school did not
have a student available to refer ( ft".1)()Ilses/. \kis( (1I the
empl)yers I 2n) said the\ were either \ er\ satisfied- or "somewhat
satisfied- \\ ith their experience \\ ith the school,
)iie interesung slant on this issue came from one of the
in-person enoplo\cr inter\ iews---a large hankMg corporation that
took on approximately -t) students each \ ear Among those interC()-up student with this hank who was liP\\
\ it'\\
pursuing a cateer with them. her the last se\ eral eats. sloe had

sampk..

I

I

worked w nIt c co up 411dellh,, SIte e pre,o,ed the \ iew that the slot-
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dents now weren't as well prepared as she and her peers. One specific complaint was that the students lacked initiative.- She also indicated that the coordination with the teacher could he improved.
and that she seklom had any contact with the school. In her view.
the hank would continue participaticm regardless of the quality of
the students and the program because the bank felt a commitment
to the community. II should be noted that her rationale does not reflect the omsensus of the other in-person employer interviewc. who
on the whide were positive regaRling the students and the programs. There is another .set of views concerning why employers do
not want to participate in work-hased learning programs.
EQW. in co-operation with 1E1.. conducted focus groups of employers who had not participated in these kinds of partnership programs. These f(rcus groups were held in live of the same sites as

this stady.Ntlanta. Indianapolis. Pittsburgh. and Phoenixalong
with three additional sites: Cleveland, Ohio: Eugene, Oregon: and
Ithaca, NY. Each was composed of representatives from between
seven and twenty firms. hoth large and small. Their attitudes tow ards students and towards participating in work-based learning
programs ointrasted sharply with the employers in our sample. including the small numher w Ito had not participated during the last
school year.
Those employers w ho attended the focus groupsalmost exclusk cly employers who have never participated in a work-based
learning programexpressed extremely negative views about both
students and high schools. According to these employers. -Young
people lack discipline: they expect to he catered to: they don't want
to (ho the dirtv jobs: they don't respect authority- I/dusky 1994t.
()pinions were also expressed about the students basic skills:
"Young people lack ommumication skills: they are neither numerate
nor literate: they can't make change: they don't understand the importance of providing customer service- IZemsky 199
It is not possible to reconcile these two "polar extremes- regarding employer ()pink ins Inint the available data. Clearly, many of the
employers who participated in the focus groups have had experience
Young "orker: perinaps hired through newpaper adds
for "\ (Ruh labor market- johs, which are almost hy their nature designed as low wage high turnover positjuns.. In contrast, the findings from the structured surveys with employers who have
participated in some form of program suggest a "try-it-you-w iUlike-it- response. Time and more experierne w ill have to help sort
inn this iih\ ious paradox It is kar that perceptions matter and the
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perceptions from the focus groups cannot he ignored hy schools
and organi/ations 11() 11CI'd I() develop school-to-work programs.

Pulling It All Together
The information gathered from the 18 school sites, combined with
the employer inter\ iews. pro\ ides a wealth of information about
how these work-based programs operate and about employers'
attitudes um anis them. VC,: ha\ e laid out these findings in detail
above.. The following is a summary of some key points that
emerged from these findings

School Sites
ith respet t to the school sites. we learned that:

in addition to programs including work-based learning, each
chool tended to hake se\ eral o(cupation-focused f)rograniN
\\ idiom a work-based learning compment. vet the programs

re not interconnected
the OK (1.1p;ik( )11;11 clustering was more likely to he a function

of teaching-stall a\ ailahilitv rather than :inv deliberate anal\ sis of the sturounding labor market
the programs arc ins( itutionaliied within the Nch001
liletit 1)111 111 111(r,1 sites are not a significant priority. Z1N

1-

dell( III 1./\ 111C' resources allocated for th\lnindeed. the\
seem to ha \ c survived ears of inattention.

School-to-Work Relationships
ith respect to school to-work relationships. we learned that:
the e\tent to which students learn o(cupation.specilic
wnrk
greml)
despite the lack of org:tnized and focused employer recruitment effc rts. the schook are generally able to place all participating students in these small pnigrams
the importame of the student screening funoion performed
b\ the "(hook sliould not he under\ ;titled
.dere was greater assurance that the work hased learning is
tied to the student's career path 111 111l' Ctfinpreheili\ vocational let. linit al "A. II( )01`, III. in MI (UA UpatiUn-r(R.M,Cd pMgranl
()Me cll -O-A,lblislicd. employer recruitment
pMgr:111P.
h(k oines less 1)1

itIc
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Our findings thus confirm the findings of the 19-- study on employer recruitment in post-secondary co-op programs we ('ited
earlier. It may well be that the newer forms of work-based learning programs. which have indicated some difficulty in finding employers. siinply need im)re time.

Employers
With respect to empl( yers. wt.: learned that:

contrary to popular belief. employers participating in these
programs arc ple:tsed with the livality of students
etnployers believe the students are productive workers
while community service (and, perhaps. being perceived as
performing a community service) is a strong motbation for
employers, the significant business operations reasonrecruitment of entry-level employeesis at least as strong a
motivation
many employers do not understand the elements of
work-based learning
very few empkivers cite child labor laws or worker compensation as issues affecting their decisions about participation.

4,)

5
IMPLICATIONS FOR GOING TO SCALE
OR
WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN?
"We need more programs like tbis fi,r young kids.
1 tbink all high) scbools sbould participate iii them-

-an Indianapolis employer

We are. aN a nation, willing experimenters: there are always
demonstration projects underway somewhere in our schools, such
as current youth apprenticeship and career academy projects.
When federal support is provided, even for a limited amount of
time, there will most often be a program effort left in place, as is
the case with the cooperative education program. We do rmt lack
examples of wmd programs and proof that it is possible to engage
employers in some form of school-to-work collaboration. All over
the country there are small programs which stand as testaments to
this fact.

Yet in the end, the central question becomes: "Can we go to
scale?- This concern returns us to one of the major concerns of
the authors of The 1.brgotteu Half They, a-; well as others, have
made the challenge to school hoards, school teachers. administrators, state officials in several different departments, employers,
employer organizations, and etnployee organizations to alter almost one-hundred years of practiLe. The challenge is to provide a
substantially different mode of learning for at least one half of our
young peoplenot just one or two percent. How to -go to scaleis the focus of our recommendations.
The recommendations hinge on the role of the employer and
are geared to hdp:
I. Federal, stale, mi(1 local program implementorssince the
answer to the question of going to scale is, to a large degree,
dependent up(m the development of a new "mainstreatned-

t)
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education and training.infrastructure. which includes a permanent and substantial role for employers.
2. Emphovr-based organizaii(mssince il will be necessary to
create efficient and effective methods to support the expansion of work-based learning opportuaities for students.
We have recognized from the outset that other researchers and
those involved in demonstration projects are all contributing to the
enhancement of the knowledge base about how to impr()ve
school-to-work transition opportunities. We recognize the critical
contribution-, that unions. community-based organizations, employment and training providers, and others must play in the development of a -full scale- initiative. Yet, our focus of' studythe
employers and the organizational relationships between them and
key educational institutionsremains at the core of determining
success for going to scale. It ako remains the biggest

51_

6
RECOMMENDATIONS

Nil

LK h of w hat follows Is not hokl. glamorous. or particularly
difficult to conceptualize. Nluch can be achieved thmugh a solid
strategic planning process which engages all of the stakeholders in
the pr(wess. not just tlimg11 endless meetings hut through a
process that efficientk involves individuals and organizations. For
the s)stem to go to scale. this process needs to recognize that
changes must occur in schools, local school districts, local
comnitinit collahorative organizations employer organizations.
and multiple w orksites acmss the country. Much of this process
(an he categorized as recognizing the need to change the "hahits
of the mind.( )ne hroad recommendation k i() omstrucl the prugreim to sup_
pHd ihc rHIcs 4 all ate (lit hwl playe)... implementation is URIin.iteh a local happening. hut this does mit mean all
implementation strategies are hest organized onh zit the local
level. The recommendations in this sec lion Zli'L designed to recognue .th(ise luncticms that require external support as well as those
that must occur within local schools and worksites

How Public Institutions Should Foster and Support
Employer Involvement in Work-Based Learning
teale for the link behveen the workplace and the
lit iwder
lassroom teat heis utul St hool administrathe stall need to he
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involved in work-based learning program design and delivery. The
question is: "What are the most effective and efficient ways for
this to occur?"

Build a national support structure to develop materials jOr use
in classroom and work-site.
Curriculum frameworks are not developed most
coSt-efTectively on a school-lw-schOol basis, on a
district-bv-district basis, and in this arena probably not even
on the state level. We should take a lesson from academics
(e.g.. mathematics and science) and develop national voluntary content standards and suggested curriculum frameworks.
National teacher and administrator professional membership
organizations should he asked to work with employer groups
to assist in the identification of content standards and -best
practices.- Such frameworks can then he adapted for use by
the states and localities. A beginning step to develop this capacity would be for the federal government to support collaborative projects between skill standards projects and
organizations linked to the classroom. This support would
start to build the curricular frameworks and instructional materials in broad occupational clusters. Without such an effort,
the linkage to create portable credentials referenced in the
new legislation will languish.

Take the learning plan seriously: jOcus on workplace
requirements.
It was clear from the majority of employer responses to this
survey that training plans were not considered to be a serious tool. It was also clear that, with a few exceptions,
schools did not use the plans as an instructional tool. This
represents a lost opportunity and is an example of the disconnection between the workplace and the school.
Each student, regardless (mf academic ratings. eventually
needs to learn several categories of skills within a hierarchy
in order to be successful in the labor market. These include
learning how to apply what is imparted in the classroom in a
work setting: cognitive abilities (e.g.. quantitative and abstract reasoning). \\orkplacc basic skills, cross-functional
skills (e.g.. information gathering, communication. problem
analysis, organizing and planning. coordinating with others),
oc( (patio!) specific skills and know ledge. and the honing of
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personal qualities (such as acting responsibly). These various
categories of requirements are repo.ted to be essential in
high-performance work-settings and increasingly considered
to be essential skilk that add value and bolster productivity
within the economy as a whole.
It is easy to say that learning plans should he taken seriously, but history suggests this will not happen without sustained assistance from several quarters. Actions are required
at all levels of the learning enterprise for this to become a reality. A national support strategy can help launch this effort.
For example, the federal government can start the process by
pulling information together regarding "best practices." by
synthesizing research from an array of sources about skills
hierarchies. by focusing a portion of federally sponsored
conferences on how to translate workplace requirements into
learning plans. and hy ensuring that a portion of the technical assistance support contracts focus on this need. These are
only beginning steps: the states must take seriously the effort
to make learning plans central and viable within the
, school-to-work initiative.
Establish. through wide consultations. the purpose and uses of
the learning plans.
States are in a good position to take the lead in framing the
critical components of learning plans. which could be constructed around a common core of knowledge of both academic and skills standardS. This framework should include
the skills required in all work settings and an articulation between and among the different types of education and training institutions.

Clearly. local adaptation should be encouragedbut not
so that teachers simply make isolated decisions regarding the
purpose and use of a structured learning plan for each student. Results of an employer's assessment should he shared
with all faculty in a school, not just one classroom teacher.
Summaries and analyses need to shared with the local school
hoard and other local stakehokler organizations involved in
the school-to-work effort. The purpose should be to create
the right information base and to promote a continually improving management approach in the organization of the
schciol-to-w ork

51
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Recogniz-e the legitimacy of gradations of learning
opportunities in dillerent types

We believe that large-scale employer participation is achievable. hut not it' it is hased on an inflexihle design. It is unrealistic to anticipate that the first work-site placement for
every vcning person will he in an occupational area in which
the individual will remain for the rest of his or her working
life. In sonic cases, job rotation mav not he possihleparticularlv if the firm has only a few employees. Also, it is not
realistic to assume that every work-site learning opportunity
should provide all of the ingredients of a mature. structured
learning program for occupation-specific training.
Occupation-specific training at the high school level will he
appropriate for some industries; for others. this level of training may need to he delayed until the third ()r fourth year of
partic ipat

The need is to think through what needs to he learned.
how kmtwledge development needs to be sequenced. and
how the schools can be organized to assure this occurs. The
companiim effort of developing skill standards for a wide array of occupations should help inform this critical component of the school-to-work initiative.
Support the screening and orersight roles.

one of the ke reasons employers choose to participate in
work-hased learning programs k because they value the
screening. recruitment. and oversight roles the school staff
performs. s one employer said ahout her experience with
work-hased learning:
-Our exlwrience with this student bas been owstanding and I lwliere it is because of the school
monitoring. itt the past. in' had students who were
not in this l.tpe of program and the results were rely
poor pellOrmance. which makes me believe the stoiclure of the Alum/ involvement greatly enhances the
snalews ability to interact with people and to J.ollow
(Old CoMpletC 114' work task

NI:up; more teachers and school counselors need to be CN
posed to the techniques and criteria ol this critical function.
Teat het s need to be considered a -linchpin- in the process of
recommending students hir participaticm in the program. This
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key role helps engage the teacher in linking the events of the
classroom ith the learning proces.; occurring in the work
site.
Recogni:e the valuable commodity of limc.

Thk will he one of the toughest problems with which educators will need to grapple. Time is limited hy state graduation
requirements mandating an explicit numher of courses;
specifications on class scheduling dictated hv either state or
district regulation \: discrete classes fqr given suhjects instead
of a curriculum that integrate\ academic and applied learning
opportunities across major disciplines: and the powerful
-habits of the mind- of individual teachers. These will need
to he reconsidered in order for -scale- to he addressed.
Both state and district officials need to take strong leadership roles it the current situationpostponing the opportunity for students to participate in a work-hased learning
programis to be reversed. Schools must be encouraged to
create flexible scheduling opportunities for students.
lfkaisch6.9/ hoards in Concert wtth communilr college bwirtls
should holcl join! jbcus groups with employers awl sluff
inrolrea in work-based learning prowyons
Many program staff expressed substantial frustration regard-

ing disincentives built into the work rules of the their own
education institutions. Many \aid the internal operating rules
of the schools generate impediments to promoting and expanding work-based learning programs. Local policy-making
bodies should listen to their staffs and to etnplovers who
have been involved in school-sponsored work-hased learning
pntgrams to determine what changes are needed, from hoth
perspectives, to promote increased penetration of this form
of learning. It is suggested that local community college hoards
also participate in these focus groups in order to develop integrated curriculum and to articulate agreement strategies.
Oear mil the unclerbrusb.

There is a common perception that legal impediments in the
form of child labor and other laws prevent employers from
participating in work-basZ..d learning programs. We did not
find this to he a notable barrier in any of the communitie., in
this study lloever, there is value in states conducting a

5.1
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systematic review of ktws, regulations. and most specifically
operating procedures that may hinder easy participation of
employers.

Support staff development of total school taff

The integration of the curriculumacross all the disciplinesmust occur. Time must he allocated for the staff to
ork towards total integration of curriculum, particularly if
"going to scale" is to become a reality. Also, teachers and administrators themselves need Opportunities for internships in
business settings.

Actions to Recruit Business and
Structure Work-Based Learning
,,,chools cannot be solely responsible for developing ways to
ecruit emphIvers and link students with employers. The
coordination that will be required among schools, employers,
school systems, and intermediary organizations is already
challenging, hut as new school-to-work systems move to scale
these challenges will grow..
keep it simple.

The actual transaction processes between the individual employer and the school-to-work public "agent" cannot he emit:hersome, time-omsuming, or encumbered by "red tape." This
does not mean however, that there are not complex,
.hack-office" operations necessary to make this possible. Engagement of the employer community is needed at several
different levels.
Seek support from national organizations to help explain
C(1 rcV r olportuniiies as well ic the requirements qf industries
and their ker occupations.
For the development of 0)1111.11(W, occupational skill standards

as \\ ell as an understanding of "all aspects of the industry,"
national organizati(ms offer a good starting point to help create the strong employer-based network needed to help promote the school-to-work initiative overall. They can help
identify the characteristics of a top-flight work-hased learning
program. They can be involved in the developtnent of cur-

r

Recommendations

3

riculum and instructional materials that have the endorsement of their industry.

l'se emplqver-based omanizcuionscreate them if necessag.
National organizations can only provide general information
and support. Adaptation and "filling in the blanks" will need
to he accomplished within each state and its local communities.

State and .or local employer-based organizations can help
in a variety of ways. including the recruitment process. They
can help coordinate the development of curriculum for use
in both the schools and work sites; they can help establish
internship sites for school staff; they can help establish articulation :....indards for technical preparation programs between high schools and post-secondary institutions and
work-site training (formal apprenticeship) programs; and
they can act as holding companies and fiscal agents for a variety of functions as necessary for the "back office" operations to run smoothly.

Be deliberatecover all industrial sectors.
It is very striking that several industry sectors were substantially under-represented in the communities; most notably.
public administration (including educational institutions and
the private non-profit community), financeinsurance."real estate. transportation and communication, and utilities are underutilized as potential sites. At a minimum, communities need a
database to organize employer contacts. This data must cross
individual school and, at times, district boundaries.

.Be illfrmativein concert with local business organizations
develop infin-mation materials.
A specialized "yellow pages" can be used by all school
districts and other training providers in a labor market area
to help reduce the contact cost. Types of jobs and sizes of

firms in the labor market areaalong with names, addresses.
and telephone numberswould be very helpful to staff
responsible for developing work sites for students. The first
task would be to decide which organization(s) should be
responsible for developing and maintaining the yellow
pages. These materials could also be used for guidance
counseling purposes.

5
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all sizes ().1. emploi

There was a retnarkahle number or small employers who
p;tbicipated in work-hosed learning programs in the communities we visited. Yet. there are Cosi s in solicitMg and providing support to this very large gbmp of small employers.
l)oor-to-door convas-ing may work in some smaller communities lint would not be as efficient in larger ones. Centralized staff could lie orp,anized to work with locol industry
groups as Well as communicatethrough letters and telephone calls Mitiallvwith individual businesses to describe
the school-to work initiative to determine their interest.
Be delibentle in assigning the task for recruiting employers:
oigani.ze the recruitment ().f employers through a
cmum 11 II V-Wille
Il7Irk specialL-ca staff

'leachers with classroom responsibilities do not Imye time
to recruit employers on the scale required. If necessary, brokers who can cross school district houndories are needed
These brokers need to he familiar w ith each school's programs as well a the employers in a geographic area.
kenumber uccess brwas success

There are a numher of satisfied customers of work-based
learning programs in the emphiyer community. They need to
be used as ambassadors to their fellow employers.
(Me of the mojor challenges of the proposed
school-to-work initiative is to establish the tie that will bind
(get hen the ch( )01. the emplciyer. the student, and the multiple binding streams. This is no small task. \Ve believe the
best \\ ,.;y to tie the pieces together is to locus attention on
the development of the sequentiol learning plans.

Final Observations
The sc hool-to.work ( )ppobunities legislationas well as the
«impanion C.o.d. 2(tnt): Educalc Anierk .\ct's Nationol
standards board and its emerging academic zinc' occupational
skills standonls-- represent a wotershed oppornmity tor Americo.
The\ are not new programs in the traditional sense of the wcird. II
the\ are treoted as separate categorical ;Rhymes, then the
hollenge kw -go to scale- will not he reolized. Rather, they should

It

C

() Ill In C n ti a

I

I

I, n

money- to build the
be viewed as providing the
infrastructure necessary to create the American style of a superior
education and training system for all our young people. Building
the right infrastructure will take time and considerable effort. It
cannot he done unless significant funds are invested in
establishing the pri%ate sector's capae.ity to assist the millions of
employers in communities throughout the country in hecoming
the rightful and essential partners in preparing the next generation
of skilled workers.
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APPENDIX 2

Program/School SurveyIn-Person Interview Questions
PART A. School Profile
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3

Why was this program started?

4

Over the last f.ve years how have the following changed
a

program design

b

level of student enrollment (give numbers or range of numbers, including number for
this year)7

c

level of employer particMation last five years (give numbers or range numbers. inc)uding number for this year)?

5

Hoo, are employers !ecruited to participate in the program?

6

Describe any difficulties that have been encountered in recruiting employers

7

a

On average. what percentage of employers discontinue their participation each year?

o

What reasons do they give for discontinuing their participation?

Is mere an intermediary organization involved with this program. such as a community
college or the PIC'? Yes/No

ci

If ves identify the organization and Its responsibilities
How marry students participate in this program and what is their ageigrade levels?

9

10

How are students identified for the program? What are entrance requirements, if any'

14

Do students receive any academM or vocational instruction in any other school or institutmn in addition to this school? Yes,No
If yes, explain

12

Explain how students are selected, referred to employers and the role employers Play in
selection of students

Does the work.site learnmg;work experience component induce
a training agreement between the schooi toe student and the employer7

a work site learning/training plan?
assIgnment of a workplace mentor7

school credo for work site learning if yes. how moo
Paid work experience?

job rotatmns?
1.1

How much flexibility does the employer have ar designing the work site learmngiwork exOe(.ence component I e what are optional components. if any)?

15

II rhE slooents are pa.d. what is their hourly !ate and what is their work schedule? Does
this vary by employer?

16

Du Pre students rece.ve any special nreparation before they Pepin work? If yes. explain

17

lim% is the wink Site learsingl.vork experience related hack to the school curriculum?

IR

Describe the process and frequency for evaluating a student's work performance and
mogress in meeting work site learning objectives including the roles of the school and
the employer

Q

woal k,ods or icobinms nave there been with student recrt: Iment work behavior. and
0.0.1. performance? How fromiertly do these problems arise?

.11' P"in!'"'..

'CYO

E;

0

1,%1;rk

1' //l"'OridPce !esopd)
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b

5

Have both the school and the employing oroanization been satisfied with this
process?

21

Describe any assistance the employing organization received in training its own employees to supervise, evaluate or instruct students

22

Do employers receive any financial assistance (such as wage subsidies)? Yes/No

If yes, identify the type, amount and source
23

Are there any legal constraints such as health and safety laws/regulations or child labor
laws that impede your ability to increase participation in worksite training programs?
Yes/No

If so specify which law or regulation and explain its ;men',
24

If you had complete flexibility to change this program, what changes would you make?
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How many years have you coordinated the program with the partnership students
at sour organization/
less than one year
<1-20: years
<21. 21 years or more

112a.

-.1

4112ci

<98> DK

<99> RE

D.0 Now organization participate in the partnership with any school during the last
scl'ooi yea, at any t.me between September I. 1992 arid now/
yes

..5: no

<8> DK

<9> RF

Waco Cd ,four organization last participate in 1he partnership/ Was it.
during the regular 1992-93 school year

- 5 dwing this summer/
VOLUNTEERED

7.. vea,-round,both

<8> DK

:9> RF rr*

About ho% many students invo1ved in the partnership worked at your organization
cLiring the last school year/

0, students

,1-94> students

<95> 95 students or more

VOLUNTEERED

9/ can t estimate
-at 4..

<98> DK

<99> RF ar

Now. I'm go.ng to read some statemerits about the partnership and I'd like you to
le I me how n'uch you agree or disagree with each i
fhe partnership has been a way to recruit entry level employees for your
organization Do you
.

st.nogiy agree
no,ther ao«re nor d-sagree
5 . s1ronolv disagree)

<2> somewhat agree
<4> somewhat disagree

3

ig"

`ro,ir organization has partic,eated
soni,.ce Do you
3
.

,.8> DK

<9

RF

the partnership to perform a community

strongly agree
+Tithe, agree nO, disagree
strongN disagree/

<2> somewhat agree
<4> somewhat disagree
<8, DK
<9., RF ro

Yos, hdYe been satisf,ed with tre qua!ty of Ire skdents enrolled in the
parinerspip On),14;
3
.

strongly agree
-either agree nor disagree
. siongly disagree/

..2, somewhat agree
.-4> somewhat disagree
<8> DK

<9> RF

AT thi-re any other reasons your organization nas participated in the partnersInp/
1- yeS specify
:11

..5.- ro

8

DK

.9> RF

Ha, the number of students participating in the partnership at your organization

.3 generally decreased i.5> remained about the same/

1

generally increased

7

fluctliated from year to year

.8. OK

<9

RE

Wl'irirri .11 oui organization's organization are tine partnership students usually
nlai rid/

Haw nay il,rys per week. time of day and number of hours per week do students

6*)

Appcndix
>elk

How many of the students from the partnership were in paid positions at your
organization during the last school year?
<95> 95 or more students
<1-94> students
<0> none
VOLUNTEERED

>g19-

<99> RF
<98> DK
<97> can't estimate
What was the beginning hourly rate for students employed through the
partnership during the last school year?

<1-12> dollars

<13> 13 or more dollars

VOWNTEERED
<98> DK

<x> depends/varies
>ol9b<

<99> RF

Are there graduated pay increases for students employed through the partnership?
<9> RF
<8> DK
<5: no
When considering the costs of employing these partnership students compared
with the students' productivrty. do you think your organization

<1> yes
>g20<

<1> makes money
<3.> loses money
<5> breaks about even?

,g21t.

421,

<8: DK

<gi RF

During the last school year, did your organization empio, any steams through the
partnership in non-paid positions?
<9> RF
<8> DK
<5> no
<1: yes
When the partnership students are not in paid positrons, do they receive a stipend
or some other form of financial assistance from your organization?
.

. 1> yes

<8> DK

,5> no

<9> RF

ig21a,

What type of stipend or financial assistance do they receive?

>g25a<

How many high schools did your organization work with durmg the last school
year?

<1> school
-.2-10> schools
<11> 11 or more schools

ii.98> DK

.99> RF

Now I'm going to read some statements which may apply to the partnership
students' lobs or work site learning experiences When answering, I'd like you to
think about the school that provides the most partnership students for your
organization
Which school is that?
Now I'm going to read some statements which may apply to the partnership

students' jobs or work site learning experiences i
ig24o,

First, does the school require the students to sign a training agreement?
1

yes

< 5, no

VOLUNTEERED

8> DK

<7: depends, specify
in24c<

9> RF

Does the school have a written training plan for the students?
1> yes

5 - no

VOLUNTEERED
-.7

8

depends specify

7

L,N

RF
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Do the students have a workplace mentor, either informal or formal?
<5> no

<1> yes
VOLUNTEERED

<7> depends, specify
>q24e <

<8> OK

<9> RE

Are the students rotated to different positions or tasks periodically?

ci> yes

<5., no

VOLUNTEERED

<7> depends. specify
>p24f<

<8> OK

<9> RE

Is there a formal method used at your organization for evaluating the students'
work performance for their school?
<1> yes

<5> no

VOLUNTEERED

,7> depends, specify

425,

<8> DK

.0-100> visits
>q26a<

<998> DK

<999> RF

During the last school year did any problems arise with a partnership student's
work performance or behavior?

,1> yes
,p26'

<9> RE

How many times during the last school year has the partnership coordinator for
the school visited or telephoned your work site?

<5> no

<8> DK

RE

During the last school year, when a problem aroseWith a student s work
performance or behavior, how satisfied were you with the school's process for
resolving it? Were you
<1> very satisfied

<3 somewhat dissatisfied

<2> somewhat satisfied
<4> very dissatisfied?
<8. DK
<9> RF

Why were you dissatisfied?
Does your organization serve on an advisory group for the partnership program?
<1> yes

no

<8> DK

<9> RF

Does your organ!zation help recruit students for the partnership?

-.1: yes
-q27h..

<1> yes. specify
-u28a

<5... no

:8> DK

<9> RF

Is your organization involved in any other capacity with the partnership?
<5> no

<8.> DK

<9> RF

How marry partnership students have worked at your organization since it became
involved in a partnership?
..11. student

2-95> students

96 students or more

VOLUNTEERED

97> can't estimate
t2Etb.

DK

<99> RF

Did the partnership 51 ient who worried at your organization become a regular
employee after complering the partnership program?
1

yes

5. no

VOLUNTEERED

/

the student already was a regular employee

8 - DK

-9 RI

Appendix 3
428,

Since your firm became involved in the partnership. about how many partnership
students have continued to work at your organization after they completed their
partnership program?
<96> 96 students or more
<11-95> students
<0.3> students
VOLUN1EERED

<98> DK

<97> can't estimate

'429:

<99> RF

When compared to the turnover rate of employees in similar positions, is the
turnover rate among students ifl the partnership who became regular employees
higher
<2> lower
,3> about the same

<9> RF

<4> aren't you sure?

Because of its participation in the partnership, has your organization received any
wage subsidies?
<1> yes
,c130c.-

>q30ck

<,5, no

<8> DK

<9> RF

What was the funding source oi the wage subsidies? .ro
How much in wage subsidies was received?
<1-999961, dollars
<99997> 100.000 dollars or more

<d> OK

er> RF

Because of its Participation in the partnership, has your organization received a
targeted lobs tax credit?
<9> RF r
<8> DK
no
<1, yes

What was the funding source of the targeted jobs tax credit?
How much tax credit was received?

,1-99996> dollars
.19997> 100.000 dollars or more

<cf-.. DK

<r> RF

Because of its participation in the oartnershio. has your organization received any
other form of financial assistance?
<1> yes

<5> no

DK

<9> RF

What was the funding source of the financial assistance?
43011,

How much financial assistance was received?

,1-99996> dollars
,99997-, 100.000 dollars or more
.031.

,d- DK

<r> RF

Over the next two years. does your organization plan to expand Its involvement in
the partnership?

<1, yes

<5-- no,

03> DK

<9> RF

I'm going to read some factors that may explain why your organization doesn't
plan to expand its involvement in the partnership over the next two years For
each factor, please tell me how important it was in your decision
First, how important was not having enough work to take on additional students tri
your organization's decision nut to expand its participation in the partnership?
Was it
3.. somewhat important
very important
I
not at ali important?
5.. not tno important.
8.. DK

<9, RF
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How important were health and safety laws as a factor in your organization's
decision not to expand its participation in the partnership? Were they.
<1> very important
<5> not too important,

<3> somewhat important
<7> not at all important?
<8> DK

>q31 c<

<1> very important
<5> not too important,

<3> somewhat important
<7> not at all important?
<8> DK

>o31d..:

<3.> somewhat important
<7> not at all important?
<8> DK

<9> RF

How important was the dollar cost of participation relative to productivity as a
factor in your organization's decision not to expand its participation in tne
partnership? Was it
c1... very important
<5> not too important,

<3> somewhat important
<7> not at all important?
<8> DK

4311,

<9> RF

How important were worker's compensation costs as a factor in your
organization's decision not to expand its participation in the partnership?
Were they
<1> very important
<-5> not too important,

>q31 e<

<9> RF

How important were child labor laws as a factor in your organization's decision
not to expand its participation in the partnership? Were they

<9> RF

Overall, would you say that the reactions of current employees to the partnership
program are generally positive or negative?

cl > generally positive

<5> generally negative

VOLUNTEERED

<7> neither/neutral

-.OH<

<8> DK

<9> RF

How important are negative reactions of current workers to the partnership
program as a factor in your organization's decision not to expand its participation
in the program? Are they
, 1> very important
<5> not too important,

<3> somewhat important
<7> not at all important?
<8> DK

<9> RF

Overall, are you generally nmisfied or dissatisfied with the school's ability to
provide students with the skills they need to perform their lobs successfully?
< 1> generally satisfied

<5> generally dissatisfied

VOLUNTEERED

<7:. neither/neutral
,q31g.

<8> DK

,1.. very important
5 not too important.

<3> somewhat important
<7> not at all important?
<8> DK

.o3lli.

<9> RF

How important is your organization's dissatisfaction with the school's ability to
provide students with needed skills as a factor in the decision not to expand
Participation in the partnership? Is it

<9> RF

Are there any other reasons you can think of for not expanding your participation
the pdrtriership?
yes. specify

.5

no

73
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>q32a<

;9

Currently, how satisfied do you think your organization is with the partnership
program? Are they'
<2> somewhat satisfied
<4> very dissatisfied?

<1> very satisfied
<3> somewhat dissatisfied

<8> DK

<9> RF

..q32b<

What do you think are the reasons :or dissatisfaction?

>q33<

When was the last school year your organization participated in this partnership?
<1984> before 1985
<1585-1991> year

>q34<

<9998> DK

<9999> K-

l'rn going to read several reasons for not participating in a partnership program
Please tell me if each statement explains why your organization did not
participate during the last school year

First, your organization did not have a position available Is that a reason why you
did not participate during the last school year?
<1> yes
>q34a<

..-1> yes

>q34b<

<8> DK

<5> no

<8> DK

<5> no

<9> RF

The school did not have a student available to refer to your organization Is that a
during the last school year?
reason why you dicleno
<8> DK

<1> yes

q34c<

<9> RF

The student you had the previous year left and was not replaced Is that a reason
why you did not participate during the last school year?

<9> RF

Were there any other reasons for not participating in the partnership this last
school year?

<1> yes, specify
>q35<

<8> DK

<5, no

<2> somewhat satisfied
<4> very dissatisfied?

<1> very satisfied
<3> somewhat dissatisfied

<8> DK
,,c135a<

<9> RF

<8> DK

<5> no

<9 RF

Was there some other reason you were dissatisfie'd?

<1 yes. specify

q36<

<8> DK

<5> no

Were you dissatisfied because the students were difficult to work with?
<1> yes

>q35c<

<9> RF

Were you dissatisfied because the school was unresponsive to your concerns?
<1> yes

>q35b<

<9> RF

When your organization participated in the partnership, were you generally

<8> DK

<5> no

<9> RF

What, if anything, would make It possible for your organization to participate in
the partnership again?

derTiO<

Finally, I have several questions about your organization Please describe the
primary products or services provided by your organization

demi

How many People does your organization employ at your location?
>0-9995) employees
<9996- 10.000 or more employees

dein3-

,9998:- DK

9999., RF

9998 , DK

9999 RF

How many employees are fuiltirne?
< 0-9995> employees
< 9996, 10.000 or more employees

7
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The next set of questions asks about four groups of employees First managerial
and supervisory. se,:ond professional arid sales. third technical and skilled, and.
fourth clerical and unskilled

Please tell me about what percent are in each group If there are other types of
employees in your firm, your percentages ter these four groups do not need to
equal 100 percent.
<1> Proceed
-dm4a<

<9> R CAN'T ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS +

First, what percent of employees are in managerial or supervisory positions?
<0-100> percent

>dern5<

<998> DK

<0-100> percent
>clemEy

<998> DK

<998> DK

dem8<

<999> RF

What percent of employees are in clerical and unskilled positions?
<0-100> percent.

sdela<

<999> RF

What percent of employees are in technical and skilled trades positions?
<0-100> percent

--dem7<.

<999> RF

What percent of employees are in professional and sales positions?

<-998> DK

<999., RF

What other positions are they?

What percent of the en uloeirs a: your organization would you say turnover each
year?

<0> less than one percent
<1-50> percent
<51> more than 50 percent
-dern9--

<.98> DK

<99> RF

Has the number of people employed a: your organization

.1> increased
3> remained about the same
decreased?
<8> DK

"del 0,

<9> RF

By what percentage has the employment level increased?
<0-500> percent

<501., over 500 percent

VOLUNTEERED

<997> can't estimate

,de11,

<998> DK

<999> RF

By about what percentage has the employment level decreased?

,0 100>
VOLUNTEERED.

<997> can't estimate
-de17,.

-.998, DK

<999,

<8., DK

..9> RF

+

Is there a union at your organization?
-.1:- yes

<5> no

Which classif ications of employees are represented by the union?
About how many non-management employees has your organization hired in the
past three years?
<0> none
<1-994> employees

..995- 1000 employees or more
VOLUNTEERED

996.- not in business for three years
<997-- can't estimate

998, DK

RF

App

n

x

o1

3

About how many of the non-management employees were age 21 or younger>
<0> none

,1-994> workers
<995> 1000 workers or Moro
VOLUNTEERED

<996> not in business for three years
.t997> can't estimate

<998> DK

<999> RF

In the past three years. did your organization hire anyone with no work
experience?

<b yes

5>iio

VOLUNTEERED

<8> DK

-.7> not in business for three years
-de17.

<9> RF

Please tel me which of the following statements best describes your organization.
Is it
<1> part of a larger company. like a branch office
<2-> a single establishment, like a sole proprietvship
a government or non-profit agency (private or public)?
VOLUNTEERED

t8.- DK

4 . other. spec.fv
-de18,

s.9:i RE

Is your organization

U S owned
,5.> foreign-owned>

DK

RF Pis

What country is your oroanization owned in?
Anproximately what were your organization's gross revenues for 1992>
0-9999995> dollars
e9999996> 10.000,009 or more dollars

DK

7 '3

<I, RF

APPENDIX 4

Employer SurveyIn-Person Interview Questions
PART A. Profile of Firm
Identify the name and position and organization of the individual responding to this survey
2

Describe the products andior services provided by this firm?

3

Is this firm
a family owned business7
privately held?

the sole facility in a corporation/
part of corooration that includes more than one facility of the same type of business7

part of a conglomerate that includes more than one facility and more than one
type busmess operation?
Is this firm
U S owned'?

foreignowned? By? (Country)
5

What were the firm's (firm only, if part of a larger corporation or conglomerate) gross revenues for 1992?

6

a

About how many people does your firm employ?

b

Of the total, how many are
part time employees
full-time employees

c

Of the total about how many are in
managerial/supervisory positions

professional/sales positions
technical. skilled trades posit:ons

clerical/unskilled positions
7

How would you classify your annual turnover rate/
less than 5%
5l-lo

!0°,-

10'0

20^,

mme than 20ro

ppen,IIN

63

Over the last five years, has the employment level

8

Remained about the same
Increased by

%

Decreased by

Is there a union at your firm? Yes !No

a

9

If yes, which massif ication(s) of employees are represented by the umon?
How many non-management employees have you hired in the last 3 years?

a

10

How many of the workers were aged 21 or younger?
Do you ever hire anyone with no work experience? Yes/No

What kinds of training is provided to non-management employees7

11

orientation training of about

hours

use informal ("buddy system") of omthe lob training
registered apprenticeship
use vendor provided or other purchased training programs

use local technical school or community college for customized Iiaming
programs7

use written on-thelob training plans7
have our own fi,11-time tramerlsl?

PART B. Program hiformation
12

a

How long has your firm participated in tiPs program7

b

Is your firm participating in the program this year? Yes/ No

years

If no. skip to question 33
{NOTE THIS IS THE ONLY SKIP QUESTION ON SURVEY)
13

Give the reasonls) your firm originally decided to participate in this program

14

Which of the following reasons are accurate statements about mhy you contmue to pai
ticipate in this program
the students are productive workers

this is a way to recruit entry level employees
the firm is performing a community service

I am satisfied with the quality of the students I get from the ping,ani
15

Are there any othei reasons not identified above?

16

How many students at your firm are currently in the program'

17

Over the last five years, has the number
stayed about the same7

fluctuated from year tn year7

-:8

generally increased?
generally decreased?

Hnyv many of me students are in paid positions? All

73
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it you were mostly dissatfisfied or oissatisf ed. what were the reasons?
the school wias unresponsive

tne students were difficult to work with
otner
36

Please con,n sic the foIlow mg statement I would participate in the program again if

81

